The Legend of Zebulon Pike
Before we can examine Pike's climate and weather discussions, we first need to refresh ourselves regarding the accepted Pike story. The specifics of the Pike "legend" are pretty straightforward. Following the successful expedition of the great explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark across the northwestern Great Plains to Oregon, Lieutenant Pike in 1806 undertook a scouting expedition across the then-unknown southern extremes of the Louisiana Purchase along the Arkansas River. Facing monumental and life-threatening challenges from native Americans, the environment, the weather, and even the Spanish military, he and his men journeyed westward, discovered the mountain in Colorado that now bears his name, and then were captured and held prisoners by the Spanish. After 6 months of captivity in the hands of the Spanish Empire in New Mexico, Pike was released and eventually wrote a detailed public report on his expedition before being killed Unfortunately, our evaluation of the weather experienced by the Pike expedition and what Pike wrote about that climate afterwards suggests that perhaps this historical judgment glosses over some critical and unflattering facts about Pike, his expedition, and his linkage to infamous superiors.
The Burr Conspiracy
To fully appreciate the Pike Expedition of 1806-1807, we must put the expedition into the context of the major political scandal of that time: the potentially treasonous plot against the government of the United States known as the Burr Conspiracy. The Burr Conspiracy was orchestrated by a highly placed cabal of U.S. army officers and southern landowners led by infamous former United States Vice President Aaron Burr. According to the accusations later raised against him, Aaron Burr's ultimate goal was to create, by armed rebellion, an independent nation to the west of the Mississippi River, perhaps in the region associated with the southern Louisiana Purchase, but primarily linked to Southwest lands claimed by the Spanish.
Was Pike explicitly involved? While no "smoking gun" documents exist to prove or disprove Pike's direct participation in the Burr Conspiracy, several aspects of the expedition deserve attention. First, in contrast to the famous Lewis and Clark expedition, Pike's expedition was not con Many historians agree that Pike's eventual capture by the Spanish in New Mexico-Pike claimed that he and his men had become "lost" and accidently strayed into Spanish territory-was because Pike (and perhaps the mysterious Dr. Robinson) were using the expedition as a cover to spy on the Spanish in present-day New Mexico.
But given the close association between Burr and Wilkinson, the question can be raised as to whether the covert purpose of the Pike exploration was to scout the land for Burr's ultimate formation of a new nation in the region. And, if so, how much did Pike know and contribute to the subterfuge?
One big clue lies in the weather reports produced both during and after the expedition.
Was the Expedition Report "Weather-Doctored"?
Of particular interest are the environmental and weather descriptions made by Pike in his field notes and then later in his published report. We suggest that if Pike's expedition was, in fact, meant to help facilitate the Burrled settlement of the Great Plains and Spanish Southwest, any blatantly negative weather and environment descriptions given in Pike's post-trip report would serve two purposes for Pike, and through him, his superiors Wilkinson and Burr: 1) it would discourage migration into that area (and leave the door open for a Burr movement into the region), and/or 2) it could possibly justify any claim by Wilkinson and Burr (if they were charged with treason against the United States) that they wouldn't have really wanted to invade such an inhospitable region.
One very critical word that could especially aid Wilkinson's and Burr's empire-building designs for the Great Plains is "desert." If people in the eastern United States believed that the Great Plains were a "great American desert," then the region would be considered inhospitable and unproductive, and therefore of little interest to the expansion proponents of the United States. When we look at Pike's field notes, we discover only one single mention of the word "desert" when referring to the Great Plains. Upon reaching the Great Bend of the Arkansas River, Pike does refer for the first and only time to the presence of a desert, likely a small sandy expanse caused by the shallowness of the river:
The Arkansas [ Other than this single passage, no further mention is made of "desert" east of the "Mexican Mountains" (Rocky Mountains). Indeed, the specific term "desert" doesn't even appear in Pike's "Table of Names"-a glossary of the various geologic and environmental terms he uses in his report. Instead, the term that Pike consistently uses to refer to the land east of the Rocky Mountains is "prairie." According to Pike's Table of Names, a prairie is defined not as a desert, but instead as simply "a natural meadow." Pike reinforces this idea of the Great Plains prairie being a "natural meadow" throughout his numerous daily entries into his journal. For example, he makes mention of numerous buffalo herds supported by abundant prairie grass: "I stood on a hill, and in one view below me saw buffalo, elk, deer, cabrie [pronghorn], and panthers." The next day, Pike adds, "On the march we were continually passing through large herds of buffalo, elk, and cabrie; and I have no doubt that one hunter could support 200 men." Indeed, the initial portion of the Pike expedition by boat up the Missouri and Osage rivers took 37 days, and Pike notes that rain fell on 13 of these days. 
The "Real" Climate of the Great Plains in 1806
But the question might be posed as to whether Pike's final report was perhaps more accurate than his field notes? Do the available data suggest wetter or dryer conditions during Pike's expedition in 1806-1807?
Noted tree-ring climatologists Ed Cook, David Meko, and others have identified the specific number and location of regions with reconstructed precipitation (derived from tree-ring analysis) indicating strong drought conditions. The early part of the first decade of 1800s did see strong drought in the Southwest and Great Basin regions of North America, with wetter conditions progressively eastward. However, a new tree-ring reanalysis of that time by Cook and colleagues indicates that throughout the Great Plains region, conditions by the end of Pike's expedition were trending wetter (as the Great Basin drought of 1806 began to lessen by 1807). 2 In a similar fashion, a few readings taken by weather instruments in the early 1800s for areas near the southern Louisiana Purchase exist for comparison. In particular, John Breck Treat, who was trained in making weather observations in a similar manner as the great explorers Louis and Clark, made a detailed series of weather observations for the region of Pine Bluff, Arkansas, during the period 1805-1808 specifically for the President of the United States, Thomas Jefferson. Treat noted in a cover letter to Jefferson in 1809 that he made his observations in Arkansa in Louisiana, and wrote to Jefferson that "if from their perusal you can derive, either information or amusement, respecting the climate of this part of our country, your acceptance will be highly gratifying." Modern analysis of those records indicates that precipitation values (particularly in the winter of 1806-1807) were near normal, exhibiting monthly variations typical of the mid-continent. No "desert" conditions were reported by Treat. So the reconstructed climate appears to coincide with Pike's tenor Pike had become well aware of the ongoing trials involving the members of the Burr conspiracy.
